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committed to connecting

outstanding authors with

readers who value good books. JUNE 30, 2017: SANTA FE, NM—Authors David Jenness and Raymond Oliver have
had a unique friendship, a relationship documented in their new book, Two Smart
Boys: The Record of a Friendship, 1953–1965 (ISBN 978-1-938288-91-3, $15.95,
200 pages, paperback, November 2017). Friends at Phillips Andover Academy, where
both were scholarship students, and then later in college at Oberlin, their chosen
medium was honest and open correspondence giving deep insight into their literary
and social lives and interests. 

In these letters, they offer advice to each other and discuss good and bad choices they
have made, but more than that, they capture the inner lives and worldviews of young
men in a long-ago era that shaped the successful professionals they became. 
The problems they battled with are universal, but their thoughtful approaches reflect
the friendship that remained deep and involving throughout their lives.

The book is published by Terra Nova Books (www.terranovabooks.com), an
independent publisher in Santa Fe, New Mexico, whose books are distributed to the
trade by SCB Distributors of Gardena, California (800-729-6423).

Author David Jenness completed his undergraduate work at Columbia University,
where he also earned master’s and doctoral degrees. He made his career in the
nonprofit world, including the National Science Foundation.

Author Raymond Oliver, retired professor of English at the University of California,
Berkeley, graduated from Oberlin and received graduate degrees from the University of
Wisconsin and Stanford University. He has published hundreds of poems in several
languages.
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